About

Our world is crumbling. Demon armies have marched through their horrid portals on a genocidal campaign. As if the bloodthirsty monsters were not enough, a plague swept over the lands and claimed nearly every human left standing. Fate gave us control over the mysterious magical forces fueling the demon troops; those of us left may yet survive. Our civilization is ruined, our leaders are dead, and our hope is a fleeting dream.

Humanity needs a catalyst to change their course in this war. Join the tattered remains of our species in this long-form role playing game. Weave a rich story between a game master and a group of survivors in this alternate-present reality. Embody compelling characters with Catalyst’s classless character system. Engage in tense battles with our unique card-based combat. Attempt to save the world or just live to see the next day.

Sales Points

Unique card-based combat system gives players tense, fast-paced action
Catalyst’s modern urban fantasy setting lets you set stories in your hometown, favorite bar, or national landmark
Classless character creation lets you make the perfect post-apocalyptic avatar
The companion mobile app mitigates the learning curve for new players, letting them jump right into the action
Game box-set includes 270-page survival manual and 142 action cards